SOLAR PANELS AND WINDMILLS
FOR ELECTRICITY
In recent times, a good deal of experts have found out that fossil fuels in the future will
be exhausted and time will come that we people will never be able to create electricity
from it any longer. For that reason, it is extremely priceless for us to find out many other
sources for electricity.
As of nowadays, non-renewable fuels have been reportedly getting far more not enough
and simply because of that the rates of fuel have been raising. What we should have to
carry out is have a resolution or a different option for this inevitable depletion of fossil
fuels. We also ought to begin making use of many other natural sources such as the
sun's heat as well as wind to be able to create electricity.

The burning of gas, coal and other type of natural gas are adding up to the pollution in
our atmosphere which is furthermore causing global warming and also the greenhouse
effect. The used up fossil fuel causes air pollution and could be very risky to our health
when breathed in.

The natural sources of energy that will generate electricity could be gathered from the
sun's heat, waterfall's hydropower, wind and perhaps from hydrogen. They supply ecofriendly energy and may cause no pollution or in any way to our natural environment.
These are the best sources of energy than can make electricity: Wind energy, solar
energy, biomass energy, and geothermal energy.

Of all of the said natural energy sources, creating electricity from wind energy and solar
energy would prove to be the easiest ones. The energy system employed when creating
electricity from natural sources are the solar panels and wind mills.

Solar energy electricity

The solar energy, when creating a solar powered house or building, can be employed in
2 diverse techniques. The heat that is being gotten by the panels can be turned to
electricity or it may also be used to heat up water as well as your building or household.
In this way you'll be able to in addition keep electricity simply by charging up your
batteries to be applied later or in the future.

Creating the kept energy from the solar panels to generate electricity could be the 2nd
way. The fundamental and principal component in this procedure is semiconductor
equipment referred to as a photovoltaic cell. Exactly what it does is catch the sun's heat
energy. A chain of photovoltaic cells comprises within the solar panels and when the
panels catch the heat energy, it's then stored in energy storage units referred to as
batteries and used in creating electricity.

Wind energy electricity

As stated above about wind energy, it might make electricity by utilizing
windmills. Windmills generate electricity by the power of the wind.

Every time a propeller is spinning then this means that wind energy is being utilized and
electricity is being produced. The enormous blades of wind mills move any time wind is
blowing it. The blades or propellers are connected to the shaft of the wind generator
which has a magnet on it and it's where the energy passes, therefore producing
electricity from wind mills.

Source : http://www.hicow.com/solar-panels/electricity/windmills-1.html

